


Smartop Succeeds
Where Other Covers Fail
For more than forty years, the industry standard has 
been a vinyl-wrapped, foam-core cover. Although 
di�erent external materials have been introduced, 
the foam-core design has remained unchanged. 
Unfortunately, all variations of the foam-core design 
are proven to absorb moisture, becoming water-
logged and a bed of bacteria.  As a result, the foam 
insulation loses its insulating properties (R-value), 
and the cover becomes excessively heavy, causing it 
to sag and eventually fall into the spa, leading to 
costly cover replacements every three to �ve years.
 
With a chic and stylish design that is e�ortless to 
operate, durable and long-lasting, Smartop is the 
only spa cover that is hassle- and maintenance-free, 
providing you the spa ownership experience you 
expect and deserve.

• No maintenance 
• Zero water absorption
• Dual integrated cover lift system
• Durable and strong
• Exclusive heat retention system
• Safe and secure
• Attractive woven PVC skirt

The Spa Cover
You Deserve



UL certi�ed to ASTM F1346-91 (Reapproved 2010) 
Standard for Manual Safety Covers

Non-Moisture-Absorbing Foam
The only cover that uses specially formulated non-moisture-absorbing 
foam designed to prevent weight gain, heat loss, and the development of 
mold and mildew leading to foul odor.

DecoShield Protective Overlay
DecoShield is an elegant, woven PVC overlay that 
provides style AND protection to Smartop’s rigid exterior 
shell. The durable, weather-resistant material is designed 
to withstand extreme heat and cold, snow and ice, 
pounding hail, intense UV rays, and more.

Auto Snow and Ice Melt 
Smartop's exclusive design allows heat from inside the 
spa to transfer to the top of the Smartop, causing the 
snow and ice to melt ensuring easy access to your spa 
during the winter months.

Maintenance-Free
DecoShield makes cleaning your Smartop quick and 
easy with soap and water, eliminating the need for 
costly specialty cleaners and protectants. 

Durable and Strong
The combination of interlocking polymer panels reinforced with anodized 
aluminum support channels provides exceptional strength and durability that 
can support more than 800 pounds.

Unmatched Heat Retention
Independent third-party tests prove that Smartop's heat retention 
capability (commonly referred to as R-value) is equal to or better 
than that of other top-rated covers in the market and will retain its 
heat retention capability throughout its lifespan.

Dual Cover Lift System
The patented EAS Lift and Assist system features two hydraulic lifts 
that allow for easy lifting of Smartop’s front and back half.

Safe and Secure
With Smartop’s easy-to-use Surelock cover lockdowns with combination 
padlock, you can have peace of mind knowing your spa is safe from 
unauthorized access.

Repairable and Replaceable Components
If the Smartop is damaged, all of its components are repairable or replaceable, 
eliminating the need for expensive and inconvenient cover replacements.

For extremely cold climates where maximum heat retention is of the highest priority - Smart-
Shield is the answer! Applied to the underside of the Smartop,  this dense, soft-to-the-touch, 
black material has proven to increase the already energy-conscious Smartop by more than 
20%.  (Extra fees apply)  
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Smartop Upright
Privacy and Wind Block Built-In

As little as 8 inches is required behind 
the spa and 3 inches on each side

When privacy or protection from the wind is desired, or 
space behind the spa is limited, Smartop Upright is the 
answer. Its feather-light opening and closing, durability, 
and chic, sophisticated design makes it an ideal choice 
for covering your spa.
Patent No. 8,813,275 | 9,689,172

Smartop Vanish XL
Panoramic View Included

Patent No. 9,574,361 | 9,689,172

When an unobstructed view is essential, Smartop 
Vanish XL delivers! The unique design places the 
cover in a low position behind the spa. Opening 
and closing the Smartop is e�ortless and smooth, 
for any user regardless of age or size.

A minimum of 28 inches is required behind 
the spa and 5 inches on each side



The New Standard in Spa Covers



Smartop for Swim Spas 
Easy Handling - On and O�

The exclusive center bridge design where the two 
covers meet, creates a tight seal that holds the 
heat in while preventing dirt and debris from 
entering the swim spa.

Opening and removing the large and cumbersome cover is one of the 
most challenging aspects of owning a swim spa. Smartop's patented EAS 
Lift and Assist System makes handling the cover easy. Choose from three 
models: Upright, Vanish XL, or Hybrid (one Upright, one Vanish XL).
Patent No. 8,813,275 | 9,574,361 | 9,689,172
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Shown above is the Smartop Swim Spa Hybrid model 
(one Upright, one Vanish XL)



Every Smartop is custom-built per your design speci�cations. By 
providing your spa’s dimensions, corner radius, and desired Smartop 
model, we are able to provide a cover that properly �ts your spa 
while adding sophistication and elegance.

If you have a spa with a unique shape or installation requirement, let 
us know, and our team will work with you to design and build a 
customized Smartop that meets your needs.

Smartop is available in black only.

 



Smartop Cares About the Environment
Every year, more than a million traditional foam covers are discarded, which is a cause of concern as the 
foam material used in these covers is non-recyclable and non-biodegradable. As such, the disposed-of 
covers must be placed in land�lls. Studies show that the foam material can take up to 500 years to 
decompose, resulting in a signi�cant strain on the environment. Below are some additional alarming 
facts about the foam used in traditional foam-�lled covers and its impact on the environment:

25-35% (by volume) of land�lls are comprised of polystyrene foam products (about 10 cu 
ft. of volume taken up for every 10,000 cups in land�ll)
 
80% of extended polystyrene foam ends up in land�lls and much of the remaining 20% in 
waterways (as per U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: 3 million tons of polystyrene 
foam is produced in the U.S per year; 2.3 million tons end up in land�lls, with much of the 
remainder �nding its way into waterways).
 
18% of total coastal clean-up costs are attributed to polystyrene foam products.

Smartop is the only spa cover designed and built as a non-disposable 
cover – making Smartop not just a smart choice, but the responsible 
choice as well.  

Smartop Performance Versus Other Covers
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For more than forty years, the industry standard has been a vinyl-wrapped, foam-core 
cover. Although di�erent external materials have been introduced, the foam-core design 
has remained unchanged.  Unfortunately, all variations of the foam-core design are 
proven to absorb moisture, becoming waterlogged and a bed of bacteria. As a result, the 
foam insulation loses its R-value, and the cover becomes excessively heavy, causing it to 
become concaved and fall into the spa, leading to costly cover replacement every three 
to �ve years.
 
Smartop was developed to address the many problems associated with traditional 
foam-core covers. The hard polymer panels shielding the non-water-absorbing foam 
prevent water absorption, which leads to reduced heat retention, weight gain, mold, 
mildew, and bacteria growth, which create a foul-smelling and unsanitary cover. The 
elegant and durable DecoShield woven PVC layer provides an aesthetically pleasing �nish 
that requires zero-maintenance and is easy to clean with simple dish soap and water.
 
Smartop's construction is a combination of polymer panels, aluminum interior support 
channels, and an aluminum exterior frame, creating a spa cover that is strong, structurally 
sound, and can support over 800 pounds while providing a stylish appearance. Thanks to 
the patented dual lift-assist system that makes the cover feather-light to operate, Smartop 
is the easiest-to-use spa cover on the market.
 
Simply put, Smartop is the most attractive, energy-e�cient, easiest-to-own and operate 
spa cover available, designed to last a lifetime.



3 Year Manufacturer Backed Performance Assurance Guarantee
Each cover is manufactured with superior materials and craftsmanship and meets or exceeds all 
ASTM safety standards for UL classi�cation resulting in a product that is warrantied against 
defects in materials and workmanship. If your Smartop is found to be unserviceable due to 
defects in materials or workmanship within three years from date of purchase, replacement parts 
OR a replacement cover will be provided.  

About Leisure Concepts
Leisure Concepts has been providing hundreds of thousands of satis�ed homeowners quality 
products for over 25 years, making the company the #1 spa accessory manufacturer in the world.  
All manufacturing is completed in the USA in our 100,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art facility allowing 
the strictest quality control and on-time delivery. Our goal is to provide quality products that o�er 
many years of trouble-free ownership and 100% customer satisfaction. 

5342 North Florida Street
Spokane, WA 99217
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